New Intelligent control of Auto-self defensive unmanned aerial vehicle
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Abstract: - This paper handle a new terminology of the field of the unmanned aerial vehicle is Auto-self defensive UAV, by using new configuration of x-band Doppler surface distribution. The aim of this research is to make UAV can avoid any directed missiles at small time delay before the collision. The intelligent control will process the data of the hypothetical missiles by using supercomputing and send it to the inertial navigation system to correct the path of UAV every sample time against the missile. The goal is to make intelligent UAV that can maneuver the missile and never collide with it.
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1 Introduction
Over the years airborne radars have proven their value as wide-area, nearly all-weather surveillance tools. Typically, airborne radars are large systems mounted in manned aircraft. Lincoln Laboratory, however, has built a very capable radar system that is compact and lightweight; the radar has been integrated into an unmanned air vehicle(UAV). The work is sponsored by the Army's Harry Diamond Laboratories and the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA). The onboard processing permits the use of a UAV data link that transmits kilobits per second of moving-target reports instead of tens of megabits per second of raw radar data. The system-the airborne portion of which weighs only 110 lb-detects and tracks moving vehicles such as tanks, trucks, and low-flying helicopters out to a range of 15 km, an classifies them a shorter ranges[1].
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I</th>
<th>PLATFORM PARAMETER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wingspan</td>
<td>63 in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wing Area</td>
<td>724 in²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>4 - 4 1/4 lb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wing Loading</td>
<td>12 - 13 oz/ft²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Required</td>
<td>4-Channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.25 - .32 in³ (4.1 - 5.2 cm³) 2-Stroke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20 - .26 in³ (3.3 - 4.3 cm³) 4-stroke</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 New Auto self-Defensive UAV
The term of Auto self-defensive UAV is new terminology for making aircraft intelligent to avoid any missile by using RADAR warning receiver and send the data to the gyroscope and accelerometer to correlate the path of UAV against missile.

3 Inertial navigation system
Inertial navigation is a self-contained navigation technique in which measurements provided by accelerometers and gyroscopes are used to track the position and orientation of an object relative to a known starting point, orientation and velocity. Inertial measurement units (IMUs) typically contain three orthogonal rate-gyroscopes and three orthogonal accelerometers, measuring angular velocity and linear
acceleration respectively. By processing signals from these devices it is possible to track the position and orientation of a device. Inertial navigation is used in a wide range of applications including the navigation of aircraft, tactical and strategic missiles, spacecraft, submarines and ships. Recent advances in the construction of MEMS devices have made it possible to manufacture small and light inertial navigation systems. These advances have widened the range of possible applications to include areas such as human and animal motion capture, uses, and the two main varieties of inertial navigation system[2].

3.1 Strap down system

In strap down systems the inertial sensors are mounted rigidly onto the device, and therefore output quantities measured in the body frame rather than the global frame. To keep track of orientation the signals from the rate gyroscopes are ‘integrated’. To track position the three accelerometer signals are resolved into global coordinates using the known orientation, as determined by the integration of the gyro signals. The global acceleration signals are then integrated as in the stable [3][4].

3.1.1 INS elements

The basic components of an inertial guidance system are gyroscopes, accelerometers, and a computer. The gyroscopes provide fixed reference directions or turning rate measurements, and accelerometers measure changes in the velocity of the system. The computer processes information on changes in direction and acceleration and feeds its results to the vehicle’s navigation system [5][6].
4 New k-band RADAR configuration

In this paper, a new UAV RADAR configuration hypothesized to make the delay time very small. It is proposed that four ballistic missiles targeted to the UAV. It is needed to determine the speed and the coordinates of the ballistic missile at low time delay (warning system). The technique used K-band Doppler but in this research the radar antenna concentrative 90 degree. The platform used RC KADET LT-25 will be divided in four parts. In each part K-band Doppler will detect its region. The schematic diagram of the four radar system will register each reading after processing. The comparators will be used to compare each radar’s reading. By using supercomputing the controller has two choices to remain the first reading or change the second reading if it will be in not safe coordinates to UAV. The aim to make UAV more intelligent and early warning system that will give the opposite coordinates to UAV immediately. Consequently the UAV will never be hit by any missile.

The flow chart will show the hypothetical Auto self-defensive RADAR.

5 Conclusion

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles are an exciting field in the world of aviation, with new discoveries and proposed uses being documented daily. Over the next 16 years, UAVs will become a significant
component of military, civil, and perhaps even commercial aviation. However, the very dynamic nature of the field also creates a significant amount of uncertainty. The wide range of UAV physical and performance characteristics, many of which will be very unlike any current aircraft, will place additional challenges on an air traffic management system already under great strain. However, many of the new paradigms being considered for the future NAS will likely facilitate the routine and safe entry of UAV operations into civil airspace. The information management system, through shared situational awareness, will allow all users of the NAS to know the location and intent of other aircraft (both manned and unmanned).
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